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MacroTrends provides perspective and insight into the influential economic and
technological developments of our time. It comprises a few key messages that aim to
enhance informed decision making by business leaders.

ELECTION
2019 IN
PERSPECTIVE
BECOMING AN
INDUSTRY LEADER
IN THE DATA AGE
ADVANCES IN
SOLAR ENERGY

BITS
IN 2018, CITING ‘FAKE NEWS’, AT
LEAST 17 COUNTRIES PROPOSED
OR APPROVED LAWS THAT WOULD
RESTRICT ONLINE MEDIA IN THE
NAME OF FIGHTING FAKE NEWS
AND ONLINE MANIPULATION.

---------------------------------

SECURITY
SPENDING
Worldwide spending on physicalsecurity products for enterprises is
forecast to reach US$103.1 billion
in 2019, compared to spending on
information-security products which is
forecast to reach US$124 billion in 2019.
Source: IDC Worldwide Semiannual Security Spending
Guide, 2018H1

---------------------------------

R26.8 billion (2017)
R70.7 billion (2018)
South Africa’s foreign direct investment nearly tripled during 2018.
--------------------------------OF SOUTH AFRICANS WHO SAVE
(AROUND 16 MILLION ADULTS),
81% OF THEM SAVE LESS THAN
R1 000 A MONTH.
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EFFICIENCY VS.
RESILIENCE

The most popular global
search term on Bing is

Resilience and efficiency do not
co-exist easily in the same system.
Efficiency seeks to eliminate diversity
and redundancy – which is the
foundation of resilience.

It accounts for nearly 15% of
Bing’s search volumes!
For every search performed on
Bing, roughly 10 searches are
conducted on Google. Google
has an estimated market
share of 74.8%, whereas Bing’s
has 8.08%.
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Percentage of children who’s household
income at age thirty is higher than their
parents’ at the same age, in the USA.

--------------------------------ACCORDING TO RESEARCH BY
FREEDOM HOUSE, 26 OF THE
65 COUNTRIES ASSESSED FOR
INTERNET FREEDOM SHOWED
A DECLINE IN SUCH FREEDOM
BETWEEN 2017 AND 2018.
ALMOST HALF OF ALL
DECLINES WERE RELATED
TO ELECTIONS.

ADJACENT
POSSIBLE
As you search for breakthrough
innovations, the set of available ideas
is always determined by what you
know, when you begin: a concept
that the biologist Stuart Kauffman
described in his theory of ‘the adjacent
possible’. By increasing the diversity in
your team, you increase the available
ideas you begin with, which increases
the adjacent possible ideas you can
come up with.

ELECTION
2019 IN
PERSPECTIVE
Written by Niel Fourie

A CHOICE FOR STABILITY
Amidst much fanfare, politicking
and soundbites, South Africans cast
their ballots in the country’s sixth
free-and-fair democratic election on
the 8th of May. Many anticipated it to
be the most hotly contested election
in the country’s democratic history. A
record 48 parties vied for the national
legislature. And, if nothing else, South
Africans again demonstrated their
remarkable ability to handle such an
occasion with stubborn boringness
and maturity.
Coming into the elections, it was hard
to imagine conditions that could have
been more conducive to populist
and extremist parties on both the
left and right: inequality, land reform,
unemployment, corruption… Yet,
in many ways, while these parties
did syphon voters from the African
National Congress (ANC) and Democratic Alliance (DA), their growth was
lower than expected. Centrist parties
still enjoy a comfortable two-thirds
majority, holding 78% of all seats in
the National Assembly. Although the
main parties have been rebuked for
their past behaviour, political stability
was not threatened.
A total of 14 parties will be represented in the national legislature.
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The elections were characterised by
a notable decline in voter participation, especially among the youth. It
is particularly noteworthy that nine
million eligible voters failed to register,
six million of whom were aged 18 to
29. This, however, is not unique. We
see voter fatigue across the globe
and, given that South Africa is a young
democracy, the 66% voter turnout was
in line with the global average. Those
not registering or voting did not necessarily change their minds; they don’t
show up simply because there was no
one they wanted to vote for.

Over the last 20 years, the
citizens of nearly every
major democracy have
become increasingly
disillusioned with elected
politicians. They have
grown restless, angry,
even disdainful. Many
voters have lost the belief
that a government could
or would improve
their lives.

A CRISIS IN LIBERAL DEMOCRACY
Our own ideals as a nation, as enshrined in our Constitution, had been
heavily influenced by the characteristics of a liberal democracy: elections
between multiple, distinct political
parties; a separation of powers into
different branches of government; the
rule of law in everyday life as part of
an open society; a market economy
with private property; and the equal
protection of human rights, civil rights,
civil liberties and political freedoms for
all people. Our 2019 elections, however, took place against the background
of a global crisis in liberal democracy.

A sinking attachment to democracy
created the perfect breeding ground
for authoritarian strongmen all over
the world. These populists position
themselves as representatives of
voters who are fed up with the results
of liberal democracy. They mostly
have no clue of what it takes to run
a country but all share a similar playbook: try to destroy the free media,
undermine independent institutions
and technocrats, disregard democratic
norms, and muscle the opposition.
Political extremists are celebrating
their biggest successes in the West in
more than 50 years.

Until fairly recently, liberal democracy
reigned triumphant as a preferred
form of government. It was unrivalled
by any coherent alternative, and the
unparalleled stability and wealth creation of post-war democracies gave it
super status. Our first democratic election in 1994 took place at the height of
this belief in liberal democracy.

Continue P05 >>

WHY LIBERAL DEMOCRACY IS
LOSING STEAM
Watching all of this from a distance,
it is clear that liberal democracy – the
unique mix of individual rights and
popular rule – is losing its global
foothold for three reasons:

1

Citizens haven’t experienced
the increase in living standards
they became accustomed to, and
therefore expect. From 1935 to 1960,
for example, the income of a typical
American household doubled. From
1960 to 1985, it doubled again. Since
then, it has been flat. This stagnation
in living standards can be attributed
partly to lower economic growth.
Economic growth in the West dropped
from around 4% in the first two postwar decades to an average of under
2% in the last 20 years.
Furthermore, there has been a huge
growth in inequality. Wealth generation ended up in the hands of ‘the
few’ – owners of resources – depriving
labour of their relative share of gross
domestic profit (GDP) they had grown
accustomed to. We have also seen
how highly routinised, repetitive jobs
have been replaced by automation or
shipped abroad.

2

Many people in liberal democracies feel threatened by ethnic
pluralism. All through the history
of democratic stability, one ethnic
group has been dominant, over the
spectrum of democracies. Many countries did not even formally recognise

immigrants as ‘true members of a
nation’ (citizens). For several decades,
democracy was based on the union of
ethnicity, territory and state.
But decades of mass immigration
and social activism have radically
transformed these societies. In the UK,
for example, the number of people
belonging to ethnic minorities in the
1950s stood at around 60 000. Today,
that number stands at 8 million. In
the late 1960s, about one in twenty
people living in the US had been born
abroad; today, one in seven has. For
several reasons, a vast (xenophobic)
rebellion against ethnic and cultural
pluralism has gathered speed across
the western hemisphere – even in
regions and countries with low immigration rates.

3

Social media has made political
provocation easy and cheap. Until recently, mass communication
was prohibitively costly and remained
the exclusive preserve of political
and financial elites. This allowed the
political establishment to marginalise
extreme views.
The rise of the internet has rapidly
shifted the power balance between
political insiders and outsiders. The
instigators of instability have won an
advantage over the forces of ‘orderly
news distribution’. And their ideas
spread like wildfire through the ‘many-to-many’ communication networks,
with very little gatekeeping in place.
Continue P06 >>
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AZURE S.A.
UPDATE

Written by Pierre-Andre van Leeuwen

Should businesses start moving
applications and servers to Azure
data centres in South Africa?
Absolutely, if the services you require are available. The benefits
of moving include faster network
access and better compliance
with the Protection of Personal
Information (POPI) Act. Most advanced and value-added services
aren’t yet available, though, and
the published roadmap shows
that only a few will be by the end
of 2019. Billing is still US$-based,
and exchange rate fluctuations
will affect costing.

---------------------------------

GAMING IN
THE CLOUD

Written by Sergio de Almeida

Google’s Stadia is a cloud-based
gaming service that will enable
you to play the latest blockbuster
games by streaming them to
your computer, alleviating the
need to invest in high-end computer hardware or consoles.

Photo from Quartz Africa

A PARTY UNDER PRESSURE
Back to South Africa. We had our own
populist experiment over the last 10
years – and we understand the price
tag that comes with it. It would be
wise for our newly elected leadership
to take a leaf from that book, and
pay attention to what is happening
as a result of the world revolt against
democracy.

We also need to nurture the multi-ethnic nature of our society. It can be one
of our competitive edges, because we
have come so far along the road of
national assimilation. But the work of
integration never stops. To build a society in which all members are regarded
as true equals, and enjoy the same
benefits, is a never-ending project.

We need to ensure that our own
economic policy is reformed to temper
inequality without breaking the
economic engine. A more equitable
distribution of economic growth is not
just a question of distributive justice:
it’s a question of political stability and
defending ourselves against another
populist appeal. All of this will be easier if we can get the economy to grow
sustainably by more than 2%.

The ruling party has never been under
so much pressure to perform. If the
voter turnout of 66% is taken into
account, the ANC’s ‘share of the vote’
drops to 35%. And if the registration
rate of 74.5% is added, it plummets to
a fragile 27.9%. Put differently, the ANC
now governs with the active consent
of little more than a quarter of the
South African electorate.
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The party will face further vote losses
in the future if it does not take its own
renewal project seriously, and there is
little buffer for further losses. This may
just be the incentive for our post-2019
leadership to revitalise South Africa
and pursue a balanced agenda of
economic growth and social justice for
the next 10 years.

27.9%

NEW NETSUITE
ALLIANCE PARTNER
GENDAC IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THAT WE ARE CERTIFIED
IMPLEMENTATION PARTNERS
FOR THE ORACLE NETSUITE
CLOUD ERP PLATFORM.
NetSuite ERP automates front- and back-office
processes including: financial management, revenue
management, fixed assets, order management,
billing, and inventory management.

www.gendac.co.za | netsuite@gendac.co.za

SUNSHINE &
HAPPINESS:
ADVANCES IN
SOLAR ENERGY

Today, the average commercial solar
cell is approximately 20% efficient,
which means 80% of the sunlight that
hits it does not convert into electricity.
Scientists are getting closer to 50%
efficiency, but these new technologies are a few years away from being
commercially available.

The world can no longer consume
more as it grows more. The age of
sustainability mandates renewable
energy – and in South Africa we are in
a sunny spot with solar (photovoltaic
or PV) energy.

Large-scale manufacturing lowers the
costs of solar energy solutions. Over
the last five years, the price of solar
installations has decreased:

Written by Corne van Biljon

Most regions in South
Africa receive more than
2 500 hours of sunshine each
year, and average
solar-radiation levels, range
between 4.5 and 6.5kWh/m2
in one day, compared to
Europe’s 2.5kWh/m2.
A residential solar electric system has
three basic elements:
Solar panels that convert
sunshine into direct current (DC) electricity
Batteries that store the
energy from the sun
Inverters that convert the
DC electricity to alternating current (AC) electricity
that you can use in your
home
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!

Average solar-radiation
is measured in kWh/m2

Scientific advances and decreased costs,
coupled with a growing number of local
banks that are offering incentives for
businesses and small companies to install
solar PV panels make renewable energy
a very cost effective and attractive longterm proposition.

23% SOLAR

PANELS

71% LITHIUM-ION
BATTERIES

61% INVERTERS

GRAPH: Solar panel price decrease and
subsequent installation increase in the US.

AN EXPENSIVE
SILVER LINING

Written by Corne van Biljon

There is, however, a limit to the world’s
solar ambitions: Silver. It takes about
20 grams of silver to produce an average solar panel – 6% of the total cost of
the price of building each unit.
It’s estimated that the world’s available
silver reserves border on 600 000 tons.
Given the current efficiency of solar
panels and the electricity consumption
of the world, we would need
5.62 million tons of silver to power the
world through solar technology. Even
when we reach 50% PV efficiency, and
we use all but the last granule of silver
on earth, we will still be able to supply
only one-fifth of the world with solar
electricity. Wind, water and waves will
have to supply the remainder.
2959

GROWTH IN SOLAR
ENERGY OUTPUT IN
SOUTH AFRICA.
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2174
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GRAPH: IRENA (2019).
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IN THE US, THE
RENEWABLEENERGY SECTOR
GENERATED MORE
ELECTRICITY
THAN COAL-FIRED
PLANTS FOR
THE FIRST TIME
DURING APRIL
2019.
(THIS IS HYDRO, BIOMASS, WIND,
SOLAR AND GEOTHERMAL)

FIRST IMAGE OF BLACK
HOLE CAPTURED
The first ever image of a black hole was published in April 2019. The supermassive black hole is 55 million
light years away from earth, 100 billion kilometres wide and 6.5 billion times the mass of our sun. Half a ton
of hard drives containing 5 petabytes of data were used to compile the image.
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BECOMING
AN INDUSTRY
LEADER IN
THE DATA AGE

Written by Neil Kotze

Since the beginning of time, people
have used tools to shape the world.
In our relentless pursuit of augmenting our capabilities to achieve and
become more, the modern devices
we use have become an extension of
ourselves. They create, share and store
experiences, all the while recording
the events that shape our entire being.
These records paint a picture of our
interests, behaviour, environment and
how we choose to interact.

In 2018, the total amount of
data created, captured
or replicated was
33 zettabytes (ZB) and is
projected to grow to
175 ZB by 2025
...if 175 ZB was written
to DVDs, you would end up
with 23 stacks that would
each reach the moon.
1 zettabyte = 1 billion terabytes
The responsibility for storing data
is shifting from consumer devices
and company data centres to cloud
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solutions, giving organisations the
opportunity to gain insight into their
respective industries.
The data that your organisation
possesses can be combined with
trends from your industry and others
to find paths and destinations that will
provide a competitive advantage. Decisions made with a clear understanding of, and greater insight into, the
landscape will lead to better results.
Although the analysis of data is
not new, the scale and tools have
changed. Organisations are using cutting-edge cloud-platform technology
to gather information from various
sources and change the way that data
is analysed. Artificial intelligence (AI)
solutions are used to make sense of
vast amounts of data to augment people’s ability to understand and use that
data in a meaningful way. This enables
organisations to find answers to a new
class of questions – answers that have
the power to transform industries.
Competing in the data age requires
organisations to build a robust data
strategy. The approach to gathering,
storing and securing data influences
the amount of information capital an
organisation owns. Having the expertise to effectively leverage that information capital is central to a successful
data strategy which will determine
whether your organisation will lead
your industry into the data age.

3D PRINTING
APPLICATIONS
IN MEDICINE
Written by Willene Fouche

Innovations like 3D printing are
putting consumers in the driver’s seat.
Teachers are now printing science
experiments for learners, and
doctors are printing prosthetic parts
that fit their patients. 3D printing
company Arcam estimates that more
than 100 000 patients have been the
recipients of their replacement hips
in the last decade. Traditional hip
implants might get replaced every 10
to 15 years, while the 3D implants are
expected to last well over 20 years.
And Haaretz media reports a worldfirst: scientists at Tel Aviv University
have used the technology to print
a small heart using human tissue
that includes vessels, collagen and
biological molecules. They hope this
could one day render organ donation
obsolete.

---------------------------------

E-SPORTS AD
SALES TO
GROW 25%

Written by Bernard van Biljon

E-sports audiences have grown more
than 18% over the last year. Online
advertising revenue from e-sports,
including sponsorships, is expected
to grow by 25% to US$178 million
in 2019.
Source: emarketer.com

CREATING
DIGITAL
LEADERS
WE INNOVATE VALUABLE
SOFTWARE FOR CLIENTS
IN DIVERSE INDUSTRIES
ACROSS THE GLOBE.
Our development approach covers the full product life
cycle of software, from inception and construction to
maintenance and support and includes Business-,
Mobile- and IoT-software.

30 De Havilland Crescent, Persequor Techno Park, Pretoria, 0020, South Africa
+27 (0) 64 752 5833 | hello@gendac.co.za | www.gendac.co.za

